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Expert module of
Abetter Forensic Solution 

The organizational talent in the demanding daily laboratory 
routine

Abetter Case Management is your digital case file. With it, 
you compile and track all case data conveniently and across 
departments: From the recording of crime events, to the 
management of evidence objects and case-related exchange 
till the final documentation.

Import and manage data easily
Optimize your processes with Abetter Case Management and 
benefit from the interfaces to other case management systems: 
You can transfer relevant data automatically if required. Import 
images and documents related to a crime, application, evidence 
object or order. NIST files can also be deposited on persons 
involved in the crime. In addition, you can conveniently edit 
Office documents directly in the software.

Your digital desk
Organizing made easy: You will find your open cases in the Inbox. 
And for optimal work, you can design the digital workplace 
yourself according to your needs. For example, move windows 
to additional monitors so you don‘t lose sight of anything. 

With the Navigator, you can keep track of an offense and its 
current processing status. Unnecessary information can be 
hidden and columns can be moved.

Your notes find a place on the notepad and the comprehensive 
search functionality brings you quickly and efficiently to your 
goal at any time.

Effective case-related exchange
Abetter Case Management simplifi es case-related information 
exchange. Internal as well as external clerks can be informed 
directly about the processing status at any time. You can 
send fi les directly with Outlook. Without any programming 
knowledge, fi elds can be confi gured according to requirements 
and specifi c departments. You can then use these to document 
the results of the examination or, for example, for a more 
detailed description.

Quality and reliability
Data security, documentation and seamless audit trails 
are essential for your work with crime evidence. Personal 
data can be anonymized for individual users or entire 
departments. In addition, the software is successfully 
used in accredited police laboratories and criminal 
investigation departments and is oriented towards the 
requirements of Police 2020 and the IMP.

Abetter Case Management

Your digital case fi le for 
forensic investigations



Abetter Forensic Solution
is as flexible as
your needs.

You want to learn more about Abetter 
Forensic Solution?

> Write us: sales@qualitype.de 
> Call us: +49 351 8838 2808
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Abetter Case Management
All data of the case life cycle is stored, tracked and processed 
in Abetter Case Management: Starting from registration of 
criminal offenses and materials management to completing 
tasks. Combine Abetter Case Management with additional 
modules, to create your own custom solution.

Abetter LIMS DNA
Your solution for forensic DNA laboratories. Optimize your 
workflow with integrated expert tools for the evaluation of DNA 
fragment analysis raw data and DNA profile data, comparison 
of DNA profiles between samples, forensic calculations (ID, 
RMNE, LR) and kinship calculations. Be on the safe side with 
automatic DNA contamination checks throughout your entire 
workflow.

Abetter Dactyloscopy
Process and analyze fingerprints with the interactive trace 
comparison module for fingerprint identification. Import NIST 
files from the AFIS database and document your AFIS search 
results.

Abetter Item Keyword Management
Classify and tag your materials or evidence. Use the search 
function to find similar materials or evidence and discover new 
investigation leads through similar cases.

Abetter LIMS TOX
Use the generic LIMS as a platform for your custom 
laboratory process. Compare products to identify counterfeit 
characteristics. Maintain the overview of the thresholds and 
their criminalty of narcotics and other substances with the 
chemical compound database.

Abetter Impression Evidence
Process and manage shoe prints, tire prints and glove marks. 
Create a database of prints with charactieristic patterns to 
identify prints and marks in crime cases.

Abetter Data Access 
Create complex SQL queries for statistics. The integrated active 
help makes annual statistics a cinch. All data from all modules 
of the Abetter Forensic Solution can be used for statistics.
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